important than memorialization: by writing terms down, parties clarify the exchange -not only to others, or their future selves, but also to their current selves. The act of writing (or reading a write-up of) what has been agreed commonly leads contracting parties to realize they have spoken incompletely, incorrectly, or incoherently. Writing allows for more precision and finer distinctions. People often use the same words to mean different things. Contract lawyers, often denigrated (even to themselves) as "scriveners," force a fuller second or third thinking through of what contract parties thought they had agreed.
b. Purposes particular to M&A contracts
M&A contracts serve the foregoing general purposes but also serve purposes unique or at least of heightened importance in the M&A context. As discussed in Part II, they play a crucial role in specifying the terms of a deal, which are often complex, and for communicating deal terms to agents and other third parties. M&A contracts are sometimes 9 legally required, and are always useful for the management of disputes, which are common, given the complex terms and lengthy duration of many M&A deals.
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M&A transactions are typically important -and worth the investment in a tailored and negotiated contract -because they represent a substantial investment for the buyer, a change of control and ownership (or even the "end of corporate life") for the target, and a significant transformation in the assets of the seller. They are also typically complex because the subject of the transaction is not simply a collection of assets but -by definition -control over a business. The variety of assets typically included in an M&A deal include types of assets that raise complexities on their own: intellectual property, real estate, regulatory licenses. The transfer of this mix of tangible and intangible assets is typically coupled with changes in or transfers of contractual and non-contractual relationships with a variety of individuals, from shareholders, directors and managers to employees and agents, from customers and suppliers to lenders and regulators. M&A transactions are also commonly significant for buyers because they require collateral or bundled financing transactions and changes in a buyer's capital structure, because they can change a buyer's post-deal control and governance, and because they often have a bigger impact on the operations and reputation of the buyer and its managers than other strategic investments. 9 The statute of frauds would not apply to M&A transactions if they do not include guarantees, direct transfers of real estate or "goods" (which they would not if structured as mergers or stock purchases), or last more than a year. Deals for targets with inventory that are structured as asset purchases would commonly trigger standard statutes of fraud, as would contracts with typical post-closing indemnities. In addition, some states, including the important business jurisdiction of New York, have expanded their statutes to requires a writing for any contract for services in negotiating or brokering a deal involving a "business opportunity, business, or interest therein..." New York General Obligation Law § 5-701. Corporate statutes, see note 11 infra, would require an agreement for a deal structured as a merger, but not necessarily for a deal structured as a stock purchase. For an overview of commonly used deal structures, see Coates 2014. 10 See note 5 supra.
M&A contracts can be legally required for multiple reasons. Corporate statutes mandates that boards and shareholders approve mergers pursuant to written agreements or plans of merger.
11 Securities laws commonly require disclosure of M&A deal terms before shareholder approval or related investment decisions are made. 12 Regulators routinely require submission of agreements before approving M&A transactions. 13 If control or ownership of the ongoing business is to vary from default corporate law, as is not unusual, then a contract altering the combined companies' ongoing governance (such as a shareholders agreement or set of proposed charter or bylaw amendments) may be required.
Beyond these requirements, M&A contracts perform an essential communication and coordination function. A typical M&A process involves planning, search, investigation, negotiation, processing, "closing" (i.e., completion of the basic deal), post-closing integration, services, and claims processing or dispute resolution. These tasks involve dozens if not hundreds or thousands of employees and agents of the target and the buyer. To best carry out their tasks, these individuals must be able to evaluate or understand the terms (actual or planned) of an M&A deal to achieve its purposes, as set out in a contract.
c. Preliminary, collateral and core M&A contracts
A typical M&A transaction involves not one but a suite of contracts. Preliminary to a deal, confidential information is typically shared, and negotiations or auction-like bidding are conducted, generating the need for confidentiality and exclusivity agreements, 14 standstills, 15 letters of intent, 16 and joint defense agreements. Collateral to a deal, employment and other ongoing contractual arrangements must be adjusted, generating the need for employment and non-competition agreements. 17 To accomplish a deal, legal requirements must be satisfied, typically by gathering and packaging information, providing it to regulators, shareholders or the public, and analyzed, generating the need both for detailed conditions and agreements concerning who is responsible for and how they will satisfy these requirements, and commonly for separate support agreements, voting 11 E.g., Del. Gen. Corp. L. § 251.
12 E.g., Securities and Exchange Commission, Rule 145 (deeming merger vote to involve an offer and a sale of securities to be issued in the merger for purposes of the Securities Act of 1933).
13 E.g., 12 U.S.C. § 1842 (requiring approval of Federal Reserve Board before a company acquires control of a bank). 14 Kirman 2008 (reviewing customary terms of such agreements in detail). 15 Id.; Sautter 2013a, b. 16 Schwartz and Scott 2007. 17 Freund 2008 Chapter 11; see also Whitmore 1990 (analyzing case law in disputes over enforceability of noncompetition clauses); Wulf 2004 (finding evidence that executives of companies in "mergers of equals" obtain control and employment benefits in exchange for shareholder premia). Labor agreements may also need to be renegotiated as a result of M&A transactions.
agreements, lock-up option agreements,
18 and affiliate letter agreements. Before financing an acquisition, banks and underwriters typically parties specify deal terms, to be reflected in financing agreements, including highly confident letters, commitment letters, sponsor guarantees, loan agreements, solvency opinions, and other agreements called for by the primary financing agreements.
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All of these contracts can be understood as "M&A contracts," but they all also lead to or are required by the core M&A contract, the "definitive" deal agreement. Because of the inherently complex nature of M&A and the dynamic nature of the businesses being exchanged, contracts are particularly useful in specifying the basic terms of the deal: the parties, the "deal structure" (e.g., mergers, asset purchases, stock purchases, etc.) and the "deal currency" (e.g., cash, stock, debt, other contract rights, assets, etc.). In M&A deals for divisions or units of larger businesses, or which are structured as asset purchases for other reasons, a contract will perform the essential task of specifying what is being transferred. In deals involving anything other than cash as consideration, the contract will specify how the consideration will be valued and transferred. Sometimes, contract specification can economize on corporate law by designating that whole companies to merge or have their stock acquired, but the contract can still play an essential role by controlling or conditioning deal terms on the changes over time, especially changes in the value or risk of the business. For example, contracts can make clear the extent to which the target owners can receive dividends or distributions while a deal is pending. To be completed, most deals require more work after contract signing, and M&A contracts assist process management -specifying responsibilities and coordinating tasks to get the deal done. Exchanges ancillary to the basic deal -particularly risk sharing, control and information sharing, and service provision -by definition take time, and typically involve detailed specification, all as discussed more in Part II.c below.
Finally, as with contracts generally, M&A contracts predictably generate disputes, 20 even when they are well planned, negotiated and specified. Because disputes are often unavoidable, M&A contracts contain a number of dispute management provisions 21 that anticipate common disputes and attempt to resolve or manage them in advance, by guiding resolution if a dispute arises or a party fails to perform, or by discouraging litigation by 18 Such option agreements are economically similar but distinct from break fee provisions commonly found in definitive deal agreements. Coates and Subramanian 2000 ; see also Burch 2001 (reporting data on incidence and correlates of stock option lockup agreements); Davidoff and Sautter 2013 (discussing changes over time in use of deal protections, including stock option agreements).
arming the counterparty with potential grounds for countersuits. 22 Because M&A parties can have preferences over dispute resolution that vary from the preferences of others subject to ordinary dispute resolution through the court system, arbitration or modified rules of procedure can be usefully included in M&A contracts. Similarly, many default rules of contract, tort or property law may be usefully altered in the context of an M&A contract in case a dispute involves those rules arises.
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II.
The contents of M&A contracts
With this overview of the purposes of M&A contracts in mind, what specifically do the core "deal agreements" in M&A transactions address? This question will be answered in two ways: a formal analysis of the contents of actual agreements, and a functional analysis that relates the formal categories of contract provisions to the purposes outlined in Part I. Each set of answers draws on recent examples of M&A contracts from a representative sample of deals involving U.S. targets from to illustrate the points.
a. Constrained variation in boilerplate
Before reviewing the typical contents of M&A contracts, a preliminary puzzle should be noted. How, on the one hand, can M&A contracts are generally negotiated, but, on the other hand, have contents capable of being generally described and analyzed? The answer to the puzzle is that the bulk of the content of M&A contracts can be fairly described as boilerplate 24 exhibiting constrained variation. Only a small number of terms are truly dealspecific terms. 25 That is, while M&A contracts are negotiated, and so are not purely form contracts, most of their contents -90% would be a conservative estimate -of the "negotiated" terms are "negotiated" between the parties by agreeing upon a term from a closed subset of standard variants. At the same time, a large fraction of the terms -a speculative guess would be roughly 50% -can and do vary within a typical sample of M&A contracts. In other words, for any given term, the alternatives are few in number, but for any given contract, with hundreds of terms to be chosen, even a small number of alternatives can in combination produce enormous (if constrained) variation. 22 Hill 2008 (complex agreements " provides each party with grounds to bring a lawsuit [so] if one party sues, the other party will virtually always have grounds to countersue"). 23 Coates 2012c notes that all of the indemnification periods in a sample of M&A contracts from 2007-08 were shorter than the default statutes of limitations under applicable law. Korobkin 1998 reports experimental evidence showing that default rules exert a pull on contracting parties, which he attributes to status quo bias. 24 For analysis of boilerplate generally, see Kahan and Klausner 1997; see also Hill 2013. 25 As an example of a deal-specific term, consider the purchase price specified in the Stock Purchase Agreement among Freeport-McMoRan Copper & Gold Inc., Phelps Dodge Corporation, and other sellers, and General Cable. The price was to be set by a formula equal to $735 million plus a "Closing Netting Amount," to consist of seven specific adjustments, including a deduction for the lesser of $5 million or the "Friable Asbestos Remediation Estimate," to be estimated based on a survey of specified companies in the deal by an environmental consultant to be chosen by mutual agreement within fifteen days of the signing.
The fact that negotiations are so constrained has over time given rise increasingly among practitioners to the use of "market" norms for the great majority of terms in a given M&A contract. "What is market?" is a standard question lawyers ask to evaluate a proposed agreement's terms, meaning, what are the standard ways that the clause in question has been drafted by others in prior deals? The answer will vary by deal context, for reasons discussed in Part III, and others. The answer also tends to change over time in response to legal and business shocks to general market expectations, but sources of data on market norms used with increasing frequency are the "deal points" studies by the American Bar Association and data reported regularly by organizations such as the Practical Law Company. 26 Over time, terms tend to accrete, so M&A contracts are longer and more detailed today than in the past.
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As an example of how substantial variation in M&A contract terms can co-exist with market norms constraining such variation, consider "material adverse change" clauses, commonly called MACs, or "material adverse effect" or MAE clauses.
28 Substantial variation exists in both the language of the clauses, and also in the legal functions they perform in the contract. MAC clauses can cover future events ("prospects") as well as (more commonly) past events ("results of operation"), and be absolute with respect to a given party, or (more commonly) relative to changes in economic, legal, or industry benchmarks, with such benchmarking typically achieved by a number of (relatively) standardized "exclusions" of general changes from what is counted as a MAC, resulting in the MAC only being triggered by firm-specific events, 29 and to exclude changes induced by the deal itself. 30 Just as important, but less appreciated among researchers, the uses of MAC clauses vary as much as do their terms. They can be used to qualify representations, covenants, or conditions; as part of a separate MAC condition; and to trigger termination rights. Such clauses play only a limited role, by contrast, in the core deal structure and deal currency provisions of an agreement, or in indemnification provisions. 26 See generally apps.americanbar.org/dch/committee.cfm?com=CL560000 and us.practicallaw.com. 27 An M&A contract I worked on in practice in 1995 was the agreement between IBM (represented by Cravath Swaine & Moore) and Lotus Development (represented by Wachtell Lipton Rosen & Katz). tinyurl.com/l95xgn4. That contract provided for a cash tender offer followed by a cash merger for 100% of Lotus's stock. Lotus was a significant company, and the deal was among the largest completed that year. The agreement contained 21,675 words. In 2014, a similarly structured deal -the acquisition of Sapient by Publicis Group -also negotiated by Cravath and Wachtell -contained 39,424 words. tinyurl.com/m5bpyxe. The difference of 17,749 words is an increase of over 80%, or 4% per year over each of the intervening 20 years. This comparison is based on a single matched pair of contracts, and more research would be needed to verify that a similar increase has occurred across all types of M&A contracts, but a quick review of the pair of agreements nothing unusual about either deal that would account for the difference, and a large increase can be found in each article, including increases of more than 10% in all but recitals and conditions, consistent with overall accretion over time. 28 Talley 2009; Miller 2009a; Miller 2009b; Denis and Macias 2013; Gilson and Schwartz 2005; DeChiara et al. 2007 . 29 Talley 2009; Denis and Macias 2013. 30 Miller 2009a. To illustrate this constrained variation in boilerplate with data, from a representative sample of 120 M&A deals involving U.S. targets from 2007 and 2008, 31 MACs were found in every contract, being used between two and 52 times, averaging 24 usages per agreement. The vast majority (over 90%) of usages were not explicit conditions or termination provisionsas commonly assumed by non-lawyers who have read about MACs in the business pressbut instead were qualifications to representations, typically reducing the ability of the buyer to get out of a deal based on the falsity of the qualified representation. Another normal usage was as qualifiers to the "bring-down" clauses, 32 which are standard conditions to one party's obligations to complete the deal requiring that the other party's representations have been true when made and remain true through the closing of the deal, and that the other party's covenants have been met. 33 MACs were much less common in covenants and indemnities (p<.001).
Some of the observed variation in MAC usage is readily explicable by reference to observable features of the contracting environment, such as industry and ownership. Contracts for public company targets in the Representative US Target Sample relied much more heavily on MACs -public target contracts contained an average of 30 MAC usages, versus only 18 for private targets (p<.001), consistent with representations and related risksharing being less important in public target deals, 34 as discussed more in Part III, making generous exceptions (accomplished through MAC qualifiers) more common. 35 Much of the variation, however, remains a function of deal-specific factors not readily reducible to simple explanations.
b. Conventional organization of and labels in M&A contracts A typical M&A contract is formally organized into a number of "articles," each containing a number of "sections." In a common sequence, articles cover (1) parties and recitals, (2) price, currency and structure, (3) representations and warranties, 36 (4) covenants, (5) conditions, (6) termination provisions ("outs"), (7) indemnification, (8) tax, (9) defined 31 See Coates 2010 and Coates 2012a for a description of this sample. Throughout this chapter, this sample will be referred to as the Representative US Target Sample. 32 For examples, see sections 6.02(a) and 6.03(a) of the agreement and plan of merger contained as Exhibit I to the proxy statement available at tinyurl.com/ouh5axo. 33 This legal function means that even if MACs are not formally "in" the conditions section of a contract, their presence in the representations will be indirectly incorporated into the bring-down condition, and even if they are not in the covenants section, they will be indirectly incorporated through the bring-down condition, which will often be a more important remedy for breach of a given covenant than conventional expectations damages.
34 See Coates 2010. 35 See also Gilson and Schwartz and Denis and Macias. 36 Formally, a representation is a statement of fact, including actions that can be so interpreted, such as giving someone a set of financial statements, whereas a warranty is a promise that a representation is true and reliable. M&A contracts do not typically distinguish between them, but include them together without identification.
terms, 37 and (10) miscellaneous clauses. This sequence reflects a sensible practical set of concerns: it puts up front key business terms of most interest to business clients, followed by terms typically requiring one or both parties to gather responsive information. Next come covenants covering conduct prior to closing, then a list of conditions necessary to get to closing. Termination -not a hoped-for outcome -comes late, followed or sometimes preceded by obligations relevant only after closing, such as tax and indemnification, rounded out by miscellaneous provisions only lawyers could like. Recitals are generally non-operative, guiding interpretation and memory, and take up only 1% of words in the contract, on average, but can contain important definitions that do play an operative legal role throughout the contract. 38 Core deal terms are next -they take up only 11% of words in the contract, but are typically the focus of intense negotiation and deal-specific variation, particularly if complex terms are included. Complex pricing terms include price adjustments, 39 earn-outs, 40 cash elections, 41 collars, 42 and ticking fees.
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Examples are discussed below. Also typically addressed in the core deal terms are mechanisms to "support" enforceability of payment or repayment, such as holdbacks and escrows.
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Representations take up the bulk of an agreement (39% of words). Despite this -or perhaps because of their imposing and detailed bulk -few sustained studies of representations have been published. This part of the contract generally consists of factual statements about past facts about, or promises ("warranties") about the future of, a party and its business. Where a contract includes an indemnification (discussed below), it will typically be linked to the representations, which are in turn customarily supplemented (or qualified) by "disclosure schedules" attached to the contract, which can contain general 37 Some M&A contracts omit separate definitions sections, instead distributing defined terms throughout, and then sometimes including an index of defined terms instead. See, e.g., tinyurl.com/l95xgn4 and tinyurl.com/m5bpyxe. 38 E.g., 1.usa.gov/1roU57G at iv (defining "business" in recitals, using "business" throughout contract). 39 Coates 2012b; Coates 2012c; Freeland and Burnett 2009; Tresnowski 2009 . 40 Gilson 1984 Ragozzino and Reuer 2009; Bruner 2004; Datar, et al. 2001; Kohers and Ang 2000; Goldberg 2006; Cain et al. 2011; Quinn 2012 ; see text accompany notes 85 infra.
41 Chinn et al. 1995 . For an example, see section 3.01 of tinyurl.com/l6rek7f.
42 Chinn et al. 1995; Freund 1998 Chapter 6; Officer 2004 . For an example, see section 3.01 of tinyurl.com/l6rek7f. 43 Tucker and Yingling 2009. 44 Coates 2012b and Coates 2012c.
information or present specific and detailed sets of information (e.g., lists of employees holding stock options). Throughout, qualifications are an important type of variation, having both subjective (reasonableness, materiality, knowledge 45 ) and objective (specified de minimis exceptions or thresholds).
Target representations are (on average) a larger component of M&A contracts than those from the buyer, 46 taking up 30% and 9% of the words, respectively, and overall they are more extensive than typical in (for example) lending agreements. "Fundamental" representations consist of those needed to insure the buyer obtains the basic legal package entitling it to control over the assets it expect, and for a target to insure its owners get the price they expect. 47 In addition, a few representations are particularly value-relevant: for buyers, they cover the target's financial statements and the absence of material changes since those statements, with inventory and liabilities often being covered separately. Also valuerelevant is the target representation about related party transactions. In cash deals, targets will customarily obtain a financing representation, and in stock deals, targets will seek representations about buyer financial statements and the absence of changes. Both buyers and targets seek information about relevant litigation. Targets will make many other representations addressing specific topics. 48 Finally, a representation that can be a focal point for negotiations is the "10b-5 rep" -so-called because it tracks SEC Rule 10b-5 in content and covers misleading omissions -and/or a "full disclosure" representation, which addresses all material omissions. 49 Buyers may be asked to represent that they do not know of misrepresentations by the target (anti-sandbagging clauses 50 ), or that they have not relied on extra-contractual statements (non-reliance clauses), and vice versa.
Covenants are the second-biggest part of the agreement. In M&A contracts, covenants come in several places: (a) basic promises to fulfill the deal are in the deal terms section, (b) negative or "interim" or "operating" covenants which limit the target's ability to changes it practices materially prior to the closing, (c) "processing" covenants that specify the parties' respective obligations to take specific actions to complete the deal, (d) postclosing covenants, including servicing, director and officer indemnification and employment, employee benefit commitments, and non-competition, as well as covenants addressing tax and indemnification obligations (which are generally contained in a separate article). Indemnities and tax covenants are important risk-sharing or burden-allocating devices discussed more in Part II.c below. Together, interim, processing and nontax/indemnity post-closing covenants take up 20% of words in sample contracts, with indemnification taking up another 4%, and tax covenants another 2%.
Foremost among interim covenants are those barring ("no-shops") or limiting ("goshops") solicitation, 51 facilitation ("no-helps"), negotiation ("no-talks") or acceptance of alternative transactions that would interfere with the deal under the contract, subject in the case of public targets to exceptions required (as discussed more below) by fiduciary duties of target directors, which are further subject to detailed clauses conditioning or limiting the exceptions, such as "match rights." 52 Other operating covenants are similar to negative covenants in loan agreements, and bar unusual risk-increasing actions like unusual asset acquisitions or encumbrances, dividend increases, and capital expenditures. M&A contracts also typically bar risk-reducing but ownership-diluting actions like stock issuances, option grants, and debt-for-equity exchanges. They also more specifically address value-relevant changes, such as new material contracts, changes in accounting policies, settlement of lawsuits. Processing covenants come with a variety of standard qualifications (e.g., "best efforts," "reasonable efforts," etc.) and are particularly important in deals facing completion risks arising out of antitrust or other regulation, financing, or approval requirements. Variants require specified parties to spend money, sell assets, extend the deal, increase the deal price, or do whatever is necessary ("hell or high water" clause) to complete the deal (at all or by a set date).
Conditions and termination provisions take up relatively less space -5% and 3% respectively -but are generally more important than any given representation or interim covenant, because they can result in the deal dying altogether. 53 Termination provisions include a standard minimum set -a "drop-dead date" allowing either party to terminate if the deal has not closed by that date, a mutual consent "out," and an "out" if the other party is in non-curable breach (or material breach that goes uncured for some set time) or some 51 Balz 2003; Subramanian 2008; Sautter 2008 . 52 Davidoff 2013 Quinn 2011; Subramanian 2005 Subramanian , 2008 53 Conditions are typically broken into three types: mutual conditions, buyer conditions, and target conditions. Mutual conditions are typically legal requirements (e.g., antitrust clearance, shareholder approval, absence of injunctions), whereas buyer and target conditions consist of bring-down clauses mentioned above, as well as officers' certificates tracking those clauses. In private target deals, many more conditions are not unusual, including requirements to obtain investment banker fairness opinions, legal opinions, "comfort letters" from accountants, and other documents commonly delivered at the closing at the deal. event has occurred that would make a condition incapable of being satisfied prior to the drop-dead date. Beyond these, many agreements contain more specific "outs," particularly relating to target fiduciary duties, financing, or antitrust or other regulatory requirements. Termination provisions also include important fee requirements contingent on specified triggers leading to termination -"break fees" and "reverse break fees."
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Towards the end come defined terms, which take up 9% of the words. 55 Two definitional "tricks" that give lawyers a bad reputation are (a) definitions sections are not always comprehensive -many definitions are found elsewhere in the contract, and are not even cross-referenced in the definitional section, as would be best drafting practice, and (b) some defined terms are not given capitalized letters, so that specially defined usages may not be obviously identified as such throughout the contract, requiring (in theory) every user to read the entire contract to fully understand it. Last come "miscellaneous" provisions, which round out the last 6% of the words in the Representative US Target Sample. A more functional way to analyze the contents of M&A contracts is by reference to their purposes, sketched in Part I.c above: specification, risk sharing, process management, control and information sharing, service provision, and dispute management. As will be noted, each of these functions is performed by different formal parts of an M&A contract, sometimes in an integrated fashion (as when representations are the basis for an indemnity, and rely on defined terms), sometimes in separate ways (as when negative covenants forbid acts that are also addressed by representations coupled with a bring-down condition). The interwoven, multiply if partially redundant set of functions makes M&A contracts a challenging task to draft, negotiate and interpret. Throughout this section, the focus is on functional explanations derived from narrowly framed economic analysis of the transactions, 55 Definition sections can be found in some contracts earlier, at the outset of the agreement. E.g., 1.usa.gov/1oShgDg (definitional section is first article of agreement). 56 These are mostly "legal" provisions common to many business contracts: integration clauses, making clear that the parol evidence rule will should apply, and severability clauses, making it clear that the unenforceability of one clause should not lead a court to decline to enforce other clauses. Also in the "miscellaneous" category are clauses designating choice of law and choice of forum, specifying remedies, such as specific performance, and waiving procedural rights, such as to juries, punitive damages or consequential damages. Such clauses also address third-party beneficiaries and common interpretive issues (plural vs. singular, rejecting interpretations based on who drafted the contract), allow for signing in counterparts, and attempt to impose requirements on waivers and amendments (the latter are commonly included in contract articles addressing termination). and other explanations for the contents of M&A contracts 57 are neglected, not because they are unimportant, but because they are less directly useful in understanding what parties to M&A deals are fairly understood as attempting to achieve through M&A contracts.
i. Specification of structure Specification is a purpose served in many parts of an M&A contract, but is most important for the core elements of the business deal. Specification of deal structure is important: the choices of one-step stock purchase, asset purchase, or merger, or multi-step structure, and of precisely which corporate entities will be involved and how, will determine what assets and liabilities the buyer will get. Except for asset purchases or deals involving multiple corporate sellers, specification of structure is generally simple and often set out in the recitals, in whole or in part. Morgan Stanley's 1997 "merger of equals" with Dean Witter was structured as a direct merger; 58 AT&T's attempted 2011 acquisition of T-Mobile was to be a simple purchase of the stock of a second-tier subsidiary of Deutsche Telekom, as reflected in the "deal" article of the primary deal contract, which cross-referenced back to the recitals.
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AT&T's 2014 agreement to buy DirecTV is structured as a forward triangular merger; 60 and Comcast's 2014 agreement to buy Time Warner Cable is structured as a reverse triangular merger.
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ii. Specification of business Beyond structure, specification in core deal terms is particularly important if the deal includes one of two common if not universal features: partial acquisitions, commonly structured as asset purchases; or complex pricing.
62 First, specification is a crucial and time-consuming task if the deal consists of a purchase of a business that has not been a stand-alone legal entity, but instead has been a division or business unit of a larger company, 57 These include agency costs affecting lawyers and other participants in M&A, such as shirking or grandstanding, as well as behavior economics, and transaction cost-based explanations such as path dependence or herding. For examples of studies finding evidence consistent with such explanations, see, e.g., Coates 2012a Coates , 2013a tinyurl.com/ouh5axo at I-1. 59 1.usa.gov/1oShgDg at 16. 60 1.usa.gov/1nApnqH at 1. 61 1.usa.gov/1mQipKJ at 13, cross-referencing back to recitals at 1. 62 A fourth role for specification arises in those deals having complex tax effects. In most deals, this role is unimportant: the deals are either structured to qualify as tax-deferred reorganizations, having no immediate tax implications, or are simple cash-outs of shareholders, with straightforward tax effects, including a step-up in basis for the acquirer. Where the deal is a partial acquisition and the seller/parent with an ongoing business, however, the tax consequences of an M&A transaction can become significantly more complex. M&A contracts commonly contain an article devoted to specifying how the parties will divide up pre-and post-deal tax liabilities and assets, state the parties' tax-related intentions for how the transaction will be treated under tax law, and set forth special tax indemnities, record-keeping, reporting and cooperation obligations. Sometimes these provision simply track default tax law, but they sometimes significantly alter tax-related entitlements or burdens as between the parties. An example can be found in Article VI of tinyurl.com/mjqlwmx. or a separate legal entity that derives necessary services or functions from related entities, as in a divisional acquisition 63 or divisional buyout. 64 Such partial acquisitions require "business specification" -that is, a legal description of the business to be purchased, identifying the assets to be included or excluded, and liabilities to be assumed or retained. If (as common) a partial acquisition is structured as an asset purchase, 65 business specification will be reflected directly in contract itself, and will take up much of price and terms articles of the contract, and also be reflected crucially in defined terms, and often cross-reference schedules attached to the contract.
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Despite efforts to use contracts to accomplish business specification, contract drafters commonly realize that they will not have fully succeeded in the task. 67 In anticipation of these possibilities, it is common for M&A contracts to contain "further assurances" or cooperation covenants that require each party to "take all necessary action" as "reasonably requested" by the other to accomplish the goals of the overall contract, 68 and at least where the seller is an ongoing company, M&A contracts not only achieve a deal, but also set up a collateral ongoing relationship between a seller/parent and buyer. (Rev. Oct. 10, 2012) . 65 An example of a partial acquisition structured as an asset purchase is the May 2007 purchase by iStar Financial of Fremont Investment's commercial real estate mortgage lending business. 1.usa.gov/1roU57G at iv. The contract defined the "Business" being sold in very general terms, as "the commercial real estate mortgage lending business" of Fremont and "various affiliates" at "various locations in the United States." To avoid disputes that would likely accompany such a general definition, the contract was more specific in Article I (definitions) and Article II (purchase and sale of loans and other assets, assumption of liabilities). For example, the contract listed the assets to be acquired as consisting of outstanding loans owned by Fremont as of the date of the agreement, along with scheduled real estate previously acquired through foreclosure by Fremont, other property acquired through repossession, scheduled leased real property, fixtures and equipment and similar tangible property "used solely in connection with the Business," books and records relating to the Business" and so on. The contract defines several categories of "excluded assets," including artwork, loans originated after the date of the agreement, scheduled leases, and assets related to "benefit plans," as separately defined. The contract was similarly specific about how the parties would divide the liabilities of the target. 66 In a partial acquisition structured as a merger or stock purchase, business specification may be found instead in related intercompany documents (i.e., distributions or contributions) reflecting the creation of the new or newly restructured entity in advance of the deal. In other partial acquisitions the seller may convey ownership of an entire legal entity, but then buy back specified assets in conjunction with the overall deal. As an example, see section 6.13 of tinyurl.com/nlfu6c3 (covenant requiring seller to transfer specified subsidiary and its business from the target to the seller or an affiliate). 67 There will be assets or liabilities that they have misallocated, given the goals of the parties, or there will be assets or liabilities that are not captured by the attempted specification, or which are ambiguously reflected. Alternatively, third-party consents needed to transfer assets or liabilities may not be forthcoming, resulting in the seller retaining assets useful in the post-deal business, and potentially making ongoing sub-service provision desirable.
iii. Specification of price Another reason that specification can be an important purpose of an M&A contract is if the deal includes complex or unusual price or deal currency terms -i.e., anything other than a simple fixed cash price or exchange ratio -or a significant form of explicit price-relevant risk sharing. Examples of complex "price specification" includes formal price adjustments, 69 earn-outs, 70 and collars 71 -that is, a formula in a deal involving stock currency that allows for the exchange ratio to float, subject to a cap and floor. Complexity also arises if target shareholders can choose what type of deal currency to accept (cash or stock), 72 particularly if the buyer seeks to constrain that choice, again making specification important. Price terms often make use of their own specially defined terms and include their own specially identified conditions. Even more complexity can be introduced in deals where control or ownership will be shared over time.
iv. Risk sharing and risk allocation
Closely related to price specification is the risk-sharing function of M&A contracts. Indeed, price adjustment and earn-out clauses are often as much about allocating risk in incentiveand information-compatible ways as it is about simply specifying the price to be paid. A similar but distinctive contractual means for M&A participants to allocate risk is performed by indemnity clauses, which are typically linked to representations. Typically, indemnities are elaborately designed to reflect many of the economically equivalent functions of insurance contracts -deductibles (or "baskets"), caps, co-insurance, claims periods, and claims handling procedures -and often override (or attempt to override) default laws of contract, tort, property or procedure that would otherwise apply. 73 In some contracts, for example, buyers insist on pro-sandbagging clauses giving them the right to indemnification for 69 An example of modestly complex pricing can be found in the $2 billion April 2007 purchase by Quest Diagnostics of Ameripath, Inc. tinyurl.com/pju832n. The contract for that deal included a price adjustment clause with text that takes up roughly half a page, used two defined terms (Balance Sheet and Specified Cash), and adjusted the price based solely on changes in the target's cash balances. A more complex pricing formula can be found in the contract for the $213 million acquisition by Coleman Cable Inc. of Copperfield LLC in March 2007. tinyurl.com/lfvpd32. That contract's price adjustment clause took up more than two pages of bespoke text, not counting exhibits cross-referenced and incorporated into the contract, used more than a dozen specially defined terms, and built in adjustments based on working capital, employee bonuses, debt, transaction expenses, and environmental liabilities. 70 An example of earn-out can be found in the $260 million November 2007 merger of LogistiCare, Inc. into Providence Services Corp. The merger agreement (available at tinyurl.com/nsbd4gf) provided for a contingent post-closing payment, capped at $40 million, equal to nine times the increase in 2008 adjusted earnings before interest taxes, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA) and 110% of 2007 adjusted EBITDA, which was carefully defined by reference to the target's audited financial statements, with several detailed adjustments, and could be paid in shares at the option of the sellers, subject to specified conditions that differed from the conditions to the overall deal. 71 For an example, see id. 72 For an example, see section 3.01 of tinyurl.com/l6rek7f.
73 See Coates 2012c. breaches of representations even when they knew they were false at the time made (and hence did not rely upon them). 74 Representations also play a risk-sharing role, even apart from a contractual indemnity, as they permit the parties to allocate between themselves the risk that value-relevant facts turn out to be other than believed. MACs, discussed above, can also serve to allocate risk, although because of the many and increasing exceptions to MACs, they may be more properly understood as serving an information-forcing function, as with representations generally.
Covenants also serve risk-sharing functions. Negative covenants impose the risk of changes in the business environment on the target, while exceptions to those covenants (particularly in a fixed-price deal) shift risk to the buyer. Conditions are powerful risk-allocating devices -they permit buyers to use the "self-help" remedy of refusing to close a deal if the conditions are not satisfied. Coupled with processing covenants, conditions can also be written to make clear that buyers may not refuse to close despite certain risks affecting the value of the deal occurring or not occurring, such as failure to obtain financing due to shocks to the financing environment, unexpected litigation, or unexpected realizations of regulatory risk during an antitrust review.
v. Process management
Deals take time and effort from multiple parties. To coordinate this effort (and, as just noted, to allocate risks associated with the effort), M&A contracts perform a process management function. This function is reflected in the conditions -which set out the steps that must be taken before the parties are obliged to close -as well as in the termination section, which typically sets a "hard stop" on how long the process can continue before the parties can walk away. Most process management terms are in the covenants, which include general "efforts" clauses obliging the parties to use varying degrees of efforts to complete the deal, 75 as well as more specific affirmative covenants requiring them to take specified steps, sometimes by specified dates, to achieve various necessary goals to permit the deal to close, or to provide the value the parties seek from the deal. These include scheduling and holding shareholder meetings, making regulatory filings, obtaining regulatory clearances, registering and listing securities (so as to make them liquid), obtaining financing, obtaining third-party approvals or modifications (or, alternatively, to repay or refinance debt contracts that would prohibit the deal). The covenants can be absolute, qualified or conditional, variations that effectively allocate different levels of risk on the responsible party to expend funds or be at risk of breach of the contract for failing to fulfill the relevant obligation, or in some cases to pay specified fees (break fees, reverse break fees or ticking fees). Also common are clauses specifying how rapidly after conditions are satisfied the closing is occur, and what documents are to delivered at the closing. No-shop and related clauses can also be 74 See Whitehead 2011. 75 For an example of a dispute over such clauses, see US Airways Group, Inc. v. British Airways PLC, 989 F. Supp. 482 (S.D.N.Y. 1997). understood as part of the process management function of a deal contract, as they typically set up clear notice and waiting period requirements, delineate when and how targets can accept superior bids, and sometimes provide buyers with match rights.
vi. Control and information sharing
Another distinct function provided by M&A contracts is to specify how the parties will share control and information, at signing, between signing and closing, and in some deals after the deal closes. Nearly all M&A contracts address moral hazard by containing interim covenants, as noted above, and address asymmetric information and improve pricing by setting forth factual representations, but both covenants and representations also reinforce the other's more obvious function. Negative covenants serve an information-forcing function because the negotiation process typically involves the buyer proposing tight restrictions and the target having to ask and explain the reasons for exceptions. Representations generally concern past and knowable facts, but also implicitly affect control because they are typically "brought down" to closing as a condition to the other party's obligations to close, and so function similarly to interim covenants. In private target deals, representations also customarily are linked to indemnities, and sometimes address unknowable facts, or make promises about facts in the future (hence, "representations and warranties" is the typical formal description 76 ), giving them a risk-allocation function. In private target deals, representations are also typically tied to detailed schedules, containing extensive information that the buyer can use in planning for integration as well as to firm up pricing.
A deal contract typically gives the buyer (and sometimes the target) rights to access and due diligence information (subject to antitrust law restrictions), which can be an important means for a buyer to assure itself about risks that it could not investigate prior to signing, and interacts with closing conditions and termination rights to insure that the target will have good ex ante incentives to disclose value-relevant information to the buyer. M&A deals are also typically high profile, and the parties benefit from coordinating public relations, investor relations and employee relations communications about the deal. In mergers of equals, it is common for the contract to specify what are known as "social issues" -including how the initial board composition of the combined company will be chosen, and sometimes attempting to specify officer choices. 77 In acquisitions of less than 100% of the stock of the target, and less obviously whenever there is an earn-out included as part of the deal consideration, there is generally a need for providing at least some ongoing control rights to the seller or the target shareholders.
78 Finally, where the contract provides for ongoing risk sharing after the closing, the price adjustment or indemnity provisions will typically govern 76 See note 36 supra. 77 For an example, see section 1.06 of tinyurl.com/ouh5axo (establishing initial board of directors of combined Morgan Stanley and Dean Witter after their 1997 merger). 78 For an example, see section 2.5(e) of tinyurl.com/nsbd4gf. how risks are realized and managed, with some sharing of control rights, and if there are multiple owners of the target, a contract will commonly provide for the appointment of a shareholder representative to coordinate and act as a quasi-governing agent in working (or disputing) with the buyer after closing.
vii. Service provision
Collateral to the main deal, M&A transactions commonly require the parties to provide services to each other. In partial acquisitions, the seller will typically retain operations and assets that were used by the target -and thus will continue to be useful after the closing, until the buyer can replace them, which may take longer than the main deal. Such services commonly include information systems, as well as specialized functions performed by key employees. While such services can be provided for in a separate agreement, 80 they are also sometimes included in a main deal agreement.
viii. Dispute resolution
A final function performed by M&A contracts is to manage disputes should they emerge, as is common. Many of the provisions in the "miscellaneous" article of a deal agreement address dispute management, as detailed in Coates 2012a, but so too do alternative dispute resolution provisions commonly included in price adjustment clauses, as well as many of the procedural aspects of indemnity clauses. Efforts to minimize costs of enforcing other contract provisions through hold backs, escrows and seller financing, and through some of the control sharing elements sketched above, also are fairly understood as efforts to manage ther resolution of disputes. Termination rights and conditions, too, can be fairly viewed as establishing entitlements that can give one or both parties more power to resolve particular disputes in their own favor. Finally, throughout a contract, there are many interpretive and qualifying phrases that play important roles in managing disputes. Examples include the qualifying use of MAC clauses noted above, the many exceptions in those clauses, 81 as well as words such as "reasonable," phrases requiring one party's contract-created veto over an act to be "not be unreasonably withheld," and scienter requirements putting a evidentiary burden on a party seeking damages based on a false representation or covenant breach.
III.
The effects of ownership and regulation on M&A contracts M&A contracts, unlike consumer contracts, are not heavily regulated in a direct fashion, although they do respond to background rules of a variety of bodies of law. Most basically, M&A contracts contain clear conditions that respond to (often essentially restating) requirements in background antitrust and corporate law, and covenants to govern the process of complying or to allocate risks associated with those requirements. Communications between parties to M&A transactions -including communications leading up to or even included within an M&A contract -are "regulated" by tort law, and particularly the law of fraud and negligent misrepresentation, 82 as well as federal securities law when stock is either being purchased or issued in the deal. 83 Contract provisions attempting to limit or expand such liability by conceding reliance (or non-reliance) on or knowledge (or the lack of knowledge) of potential misstatements are common. Contract law doctrines can make a term sheet or letter of intent that on its face would appear to a nonspecialist to be non-binding into a binding contract, making clearly stated disclaimers of any intend to be bound a practically important component of preliminary agreements.
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Fiduciary duties can override, or be found to be violated by, contract provisions that purport to bind fiduciaries in ways that courts applying corporate or agency law find problematic.
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Fiduciary duty case law shapes the contents of M&A contracts in deals for public targets, particularly as regards standstills, process covenants (such as no-shop, no-help and no-talk clauses), termination rights, and break fees.
M&A contracts are even more strongly shaped by ownership patterns, which are in turn driven by fundamental trade-offs between liquidity and control, as well as regulation of corporate governance and securities markets, as shown in Coates 2010. In general terms, dispersed liquid ownership of target companies leads to the imposition of fiduciary duties and securities law obligations, which in turn constrain M&A deals to lengthy signing-toclosing periods, the risk of topping bids, and higher transaction costs for complex deal structures. Dispersed target ownership makes post-closing contract enforcement difficult, as former target shareholders continue to be dispersed (and hard to sue effectively), unless consideration is not disbursed, which generates the costs of illiquidity and agency costs. As a result, M&A contracts for public targets rarely contain meaningful ongoing post-closing covenants, including indemnity clauses (as reflected in Table 2 below), the absence of which in turn makes detailed representations less important, even if they are longer by word count.
Separate process-related effects (as well as specific regulatory risks) arise from antitrust regulation -only deals above a threshold value (currently roughly $75 million) require antitrust clearance, and hence delay between signing and closing. Industry-specific regulation also imposes delay for regulatory approvals on deals in industries such as banking, utilities, and insurance.
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Some of the more important effects of ownership dispersion and related regulation are reflected in Table 1 above and Table 2 below. As reflected in Table 1 , public target contracts are longer on average than private target contracts, including longer subsections overall, but only rarely include indemnification or special tax articles, and devote less space to defined terms and conditions. As reflected in Table 2 , public target deals are less likely to involve "simultaneous" signing/closings, and take longer, on average, to complete, making process management more important, especially fiduciary outs and break fees. Their structures and price provisions are simpler, commonly involving either a one-step triangular merger or a tender offer followed by such a merger, more commonly include either 100% stock or 100% cash, rather than a mix or seller financing, as in private target deals. Public target deals rarely include price adjustment clauses or earn-outs. Private target deals, by contrast, commonly involve asset purchases, as well as block stock purchases, more use of complex pricing and post-closing risk sharing.
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[Insert Table 2 About Here]
Delaware is more commonly chosen as the law or forum for disputes in public target deals, as is an agreement to rely on specific performance over damages, consistent with enforcement costs in damage suits being higher for public target deals, while alternative dispute resolution is more common for private target deals, consistent with efforts to minimize litigation costs in disputes over the complex price and risk sharing provisions that are common in private target deals.
IV.
Empirical research on the contents and effects of M&A contracts
Until recently, few empirical studies have focused on the contents of M&A contracts. Studies have tended to focus on provisions made salient by litigated disputes, such as MAC clauses, earn-outs, and break fees, as well as on dispute management provisions specifically designed to manage litigation. 87 These differences are not absolute: some public target deals include contingent value rights (equivalent to earn-outs) or mixed consideration, and some private target deals are structured as simple one-step triangular mergers for 100% cash. 88 Manns and Anderson 2013 purport to show market prices do not react to the filing of public target deal agreements, which they argue shows that such agreements do not add value on average to baseline non-legal expectations about deals. However, they do not present data on the power of their statistical tests, and while they acknowledge (in note 106) that "there could be significant relationships we fail to uncover because the [Wilcoxon] test [which they use] is less powerful than the t-test," they do not appear to understand the generality of this point, or that without good data and a well-specified model of how stock prices should be expected to react, on average, to the filing of an agreement, the absence of evidence is not evidence of an absence. Their inferences require (as they note) the semi-strong efficient market hypothesis to hold, which in 90 In tension with these trends, Talley develops various measures of the scope of MAC coverage and finds that they generally relate positively to the VIX "fear" index -the implied volatility of the S&P 500 -but not to target beta, a conventional measure of a firm's systematic (undiversifiable) risk, and interprets the results as suggesting that MACs address Knightian uncertainty or ambiguity rather than conventionally understood risk. MAC exceptions have continued to increase, however, even after the financial crisis (during which period the VIX subsided from its all-time highs), suggesting that uncertainty alone, at least as proxied by the VIX index, cannot explain MAC design and scope.
b. Research on break fees and reverse break fees Empirical research on break fees was initiated by Coates & Subramanian 2001 , who studied break fees and other forms of deal protection granted by US targets in friendly bids for control greater than $50 million in value in the period 1988 to 1999. They found that fee size correlated with court decisions, including 1994 and 1997 Delaware Supreme Court decisions in Paramount and Brazen, and with other bid characteristics, including larger bid size and the the case of legal provisions (which require expertise to analyze) is not a consensus assumption. E.g., Bebchuk et al. 2013 (presenting evidence that market prices failed to reflect significance of corporate governance provisions for many years). While well-informed risk arbitrageurs do focus on deals and deal contracts, there are well-known limits to short-selling that constrain arbitrage even in true arbitrage settings, e.g., Shleifer and Vishny 1997, which allow significant pricing "anomalies" to persist, much less in settings (such as the M&A market) when the "arbitrage" is not true arbitrage but a speculative investment about the likelihood of a deal closing. Finally, they claim that cross-section studies of agreements (which they do not conduct) "are unlikely to discover significant relationships between specific legal provisions and target stock prices," then note one study that did precisely that -Denis and Macias's study of MACs -but then fail to explain why their assertion should be believed given that others have done precisely what they suggest is "unlikely." 89 Gilson and Schwatz 2005. 90 Denis and Macias 2013.
use of a tender offer by the bidder. They also found, in both univariate and multivariate tests, that the fact and size of break fees correlated with completion rates, both in general and conditional on publicly reported bid competition. They found that break fee size was dispersed and grew non-monotonically throughout that period, ranging from 1% (25 th percentile) to 3% (75 th percentile) in 1988 and from 2% (25 th ) to 4% (75 th ) in 1999, consistent with a potential "Lake Woebegone effect," in which bidders sought a fee that was slightly larger than the average fee in a recent period sample, producing ever-increasing fees.
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Subsequent research, using US data 1988 to 2000, confirmed these findings. Davidoff and Sautter 2013 discuss changes over time in use of deal protections, including stock option agreements. 92 Afsharipour 2010 finds that 55% of a sample of strategic M&A transactions with reverse break fees in the period 2003 to 2004 were triggered by termination in connection with a competing transaction for the buyer, while 9% were triggered by failure to obtain regulatory approval and 6% were triggered by financing failure. Davidoff 2009 at Figure 3 and 497 founds that the "use of financing conditions in [buyout] acquisition agreements dropped [2005 to 2008] in inverse proportion to the utilization of reverse break fees." Table 3 shows that reverse break fees became increasingly linked to financing risk in the mid-2000s, however.
[Insert Table 3 Quinn 2012 found that a third of earn-outs do not produce any payments in the two years following deal announcements, and of those that do produce payouts, the payments were substantially below the maximum possible payout (42% in the first year, 68% in the second year). Based on Quinn, Coates 2012 estimates that earn-outs typically have an expected value equal to ~15% of the overall deal consideration. Consistent with the evidence in Table  2 above, Cain, et al. 2011 find that earn-outs are more common in private target deals than public target deals. They also report that the size (but not the sensitivity) of earn-outs is correlated with measures of risk or uncertainty, including the standard deviation of daily returns over the prior year for the median firm operating in the same industry as the target; the target industry median ratio of R&D to sales, and the target industry median Tobin's Q. Datar, et al. 2001 and Ragozzino and Reuer 2009 Delaware is more frequently designated in choice of law clauses in public target deal agreements, and continued to gain market share in the 2000s; and Coates 2012a finds that while Delaware courts retain a large share (75%) of M&A contract designations as the choice of forum when the targets are public and incorporated in Delaware, Delaware only obtain a modest number of designations in deals involving public companies incorporated outside of Delaware, and Delaware courts are never chosen in bids for private non-Delaware companies, and other courts are chosen about as often (50% vs. 53%) in bids for private Delaware targets as for private non-Delaware targets. Coates 2012 also finds that crossborder deals are less likely to fail to designate a forum for disputes, and much more likely to 93 See example at note 68 supra.
include an arbitration clauses covering the entire contract. Coates 2012a also finds that specific performance clauses have been typical in M&A contracts in deals involving strategic buyers using equity to fund the acquisition, but such clauses have been relatively uncommon in debt-financed buyouts, as shown in Practical Law Company 2010. Most recently, Palia and Scott 2014 find in a sample of 500 public target deals from 2001 to 2011, 60% have jury waiver clauses, jury waivers are more common when New York is chosen as the forum for disputes, that jury waivers are more common in deals involving New York law firms, and when large buyers acquire relatively small targets.
e. Research on other M&A contract provisions Beyond these clauses, and a large body of research in finance on deal currency, 94 empirical research on M&A contracts is scarce. One study -Schwartz and Scott 2007 -focuses on disputes involving preliminary agreements, and finds that in a sample of 102 reported cases involving letters of intent, plaintiffs convince a court to find a intent to bind on the underlying agreement in 32% of the disputes, have cases dismissed in 37%, and persuade the court to find a preliminary agreement or duty to bargain in good faith in 31% of disputes. In an overlapping sample of 105 reported cases involving claims based on preliminary negotiations or agreements, they find that the courts find contract liability in roughly 35% of cases, no intent to be bound in just under 30%, and some intermediate form of liability in the remainder.
In studies of core M&A deal agreements, Officer 2004 finds that of 1,127 deals for public targets using at least some stock as deal currency between 1991 and 1999, roughly 17% use some type of collar, split roughly one-third fixed exchange ratio collars ("Egyptians") and two-third fixed price collars ("Travoltas"), and that deal pricing has significantly lower elasticity (i.e., more cash, or more use of fixed price collars) when buyers has high marketrelated return standard deviations and targets have low market-related risk. Coates 2012b, 2012c studies risk sharing provisions, including price adjustment clauses and indemnities, along with earn-outs, and finds that they are much more common in private target deals and are designed to address both traditional asymmetric information and moral hazard concerns, correlating with proxies for firm-and industry-risks, as well as including design elements common in insurance contracts, such as deductibles, co-insurance and caps, and also that they are designed to minimize enforcement costs, in part by relying on a variety of focal points and on "support" provisions such as escrows and holdbacks. Subramanian 2008 finds that go-shops and match rights became common in private equity-led buyouts in the mid-2000s, and that go-shops yielded more search and higher returns to target shareholders than traditional no-shops in those deals. Whitehead 2011 analyzes 548 public target contracts from 2007 through 2011 and finds significant variation in the use of anti-or prosandbagging clauses, and also that the use of such clauses does not appear to track in any 94 See generally Betton et al. 2008: 320ff (providing partial survey of literature on payment choice). rational way that underlying default law of tort that would apply to the deals. Wulf 2004 reports basic data on a variety of "social issues" in "mergers of equals," and finds that overall the contracts appear to be crafted to trade-off managerial control for shareholder value.
Conclusion: Research Agenda
This chapter has related M&A contracts to the purposes of contracts generally, and to specific purposes of contracts in the M&A setting. After reviewing the broad suite of contracts that occur during the overall M&A process, the chapter analyzed the contents of a representative sample of US target M&A deal contracts, using both the authors' own formal organization into articles and a functional analysis relating their contents to goals of M&A contracts. Along the way, specific examples of important M&A contract provisions were discussed. Research showing the powerful force of ownership and ownership-related regulation was summarized, and data presented on the many dimensions on which ownership affects the contents of M&A contracts. The chapter ended with a broader canvas of the increasing number of empirical studies of M&A contracts.
Going forward, much of the contents of M&A contracts remain unexplored by academic research, and many practitioners could learn from careful studies relating M&A provisions to both antecedents and outcomes, such as deal completion, stock price reactions, and litigation. As reflected in the above summary, M&A contracts continue to exhibit wide variation, even within major classes of deal types -an ideal setting for empirical work to bring statistical methods to bear to explore how contracts respond to various forces. Among the many unexplored parts of M&A contracts are negative covenants, which vary significantly by industry and firm; conditions (other than MACs), particularly those anchored in representations, which provide an underappreciated set of "outs" for buyers who may seek to get out of a deal; and processing covenants, which can shift important dealcompletion risks from one party to another. Also largely unexplored are the patterns among M&A contract terms, which are typically chosen together in a package of negotiated terms. Indexes of buyer-or target-friendliness of deal terms could be developed, to see if deal terms favorable to one party are offset by terms favorable to another, or whether they have observable effects on price, or on market reception of the deals. Finally, patterns of M&A contract evolution over time remain almost completely unexplored -the tentative finding presented here, that otherwise similar M&A deals now generate significantly longer contracts than 20 years ago is just the tip of an iceberg of what could be learned about how legal innovation occurs and diffuses and, correspondingly, whether and to what extent lawyers add value to the M&A process. 
